The Piano Guys - Meaning / Story behind the song:
When we first heard Rachel Platten's "Fight Song" we were inspired by its message. In a world
where we too often talk about our differences, we have at least one thing in common. We all
struggle. Not in the same way, nor at the same level, but we all want a fighting chance. And we
all share in one gift: The will to make the most of our lives. To take what we've been given and
turn it into something better could be considered the sentient measuring stick of success. But
to do so seldom is simple and more often requires we fight. Not against each other. But against
the current threatening to drown the ambition in us. There is a tremendous purpose in
struggle. It is when the struggle becomes so fierce that we must fight to swim or sink. John
Newton, who penned "Amazing Grace," worked on a slave trader ship and condoned inhuman
atrocities. As his ship was on the verge of being torn apart in a violent storm he called out for
Grace. Once his feet were again planted on firm soil he determined to change. His covenant
was written into these words, "I once was lost, but now I'm found; was blind, but now I see."
Grace is the defining moment when we face and fight a monster poised to define us or destroy
us. This song and video for us were a struggle, but a beautifully defining one. We chose the
Scottish culture to depict the dichotomy between Grace and struggle. Who else is tough
enough and yet delicate enough to don a kilt in battle? And the Scottish pipe and drum are the
ultimate conveyors of melody and cadence. One represents Grace, the other the indomitable
fight. Our dream was to film one of the most iconic castles on the Earth, Eilean Donan Castle in
Dornie, Scotland. Grace somehow made this video possible. We had to postpone our trip to
Scotland several times, and when we could no longer postpone we had to leap in faith
because... READ THE FULL STORY HERE: https://smarturl.it/amazinggrace1

